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Millenniumsoft Business Solutions is the one-stop shop for the midsized business which believes it just can't play with the big boys.
Does this sound like you?

About Us
Millenniumsoft Business Solutions is the one-stop shop for the mid-sized business which believes it
just can't play with the big boys. Does this sound like you?
Your company is growing, but your frustration with your technology is growing even faster.
Your sales force is dispersed and working hard, but you only have a hunch who your top
performers are.
Your business has grown to the point where you no longer can keep track of trends in your head,
but you don't yet feel you can afford the tools it would take to keep up with your growth.
What Millennium Soft offers is an integrated solution that covers your business processes from soup
to nuts: customer relationship management (CRM) and enterprise resource process (ERP) as part of
one seamless package. This allows you to:
Spot trends and anticipate customer needs.
Track inventory meaningfully - no more partially-filled orders, and no more stock collecting dust.
Develop and track sales targets based on past performance and comprehensive projections.
In short, the tools that Fortune 500 companies have at their fingertips . . . but at a price point which is
within the budget of much smaller companies. A relationship with MillenniumSoft results in a
comprehensive solution which has all these benefits, but also comes with the support, training, and
compatibility which make your investment worthwhile.
24/7 support.
comprehensive...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/millenniumsoft-services/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS

ERP & CRM solutions

Open ERP Solution

Sugar CRM

Real Estate Sales
Management using CRM

Sales Management Integration
With Inventory System

Time & Billing

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES:

Service Management
Integration With Phone and
Sales System

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:Service Provider

CONTACT US
Millenniumsoft
Contact Person: Manager
Plot 335, Bhadra Diagnostic Building, 3rd Floor, Behind Remedy Hospital Road 4, Kphb,
Hyderabad - 500072, Telangana, India
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